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Correction to:  Sports Medicine (2018)  
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Section 3.2: Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were transposed.
Figure 2 should be:

The original article can be found online at https ://doi.org/10.1007/
s4027 9-018-0994-1.
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Fig. 2  Forest plot demonstrating the effects of LL-BFR versus HL 
training on muscular strength. Different letters for the same study rep-
resent different muscular strength assessment methods. CI confidence 

interval, HL high-load, IV inverse variance, LL-BFR low-load blood 
flow restriction, Random random effects model
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Figure 3 should be:

Fig. 3  Forest plot demonstrating the effects of LL-BFR versus HL 
training on muscle mass. Different letters for the same study represent 
different assessment methods for muscle mass. CI confidence inter-

val, HL high-load, IV  inverse variance, LL-BFR low-load blood flow 
restriction, Random random effects model

Fig. 5  Forest plot demonstrating the effects of walking + BFR versus 
normal walking on muscular strength. Different letters for the same 
study represent different muscular strength assessment methods. BFR 

blood flow restriction, CI confidence interval, IV inverse variance, 
Random random effects model

Section 3.4: Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 were transposed.
Figure 5 should be:
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Figure 6 should be:

The original article has been corrected.

Fig. 6  Forest plot demonstrating the effects of walking + BFR versus 
normal walking on muscle mass. Different letters for the same study 
represent different muscle mass assessment methods. BFR blood flow 

restriction, CI confidence interval, IV inverse variance, Random ran-
dom effects model
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